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1. Introduction
The author considers how intonation can be used to make spoken language more powerful than written lan-
guage. It is essential for speakers to employ appropriate intonation to each word, phrase, or grammatical struc-
ture they use. Moreover, because intonation can reveal a speaker’s intentions, feelings, or attitudes, we need to
be cautious when employing it in speech.
This study will investigate the intonation used in a speech by Barack Obama, the 44th President of the
United States of America. He delivered the speech at the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park in Hiroshima, on May
27, 2016. He was the first incumbent president of the US to visit Hiroshima since the country dropped the
world’s first atomic bomb on Hiroshima on August 6, 1945 at the end of World War II. His visit to Hiroshima
and the speech given by him attracted attention not only from people in Japan and in America but also from peo-
ple all over the world. There would be little doubt that this speech would be very important and notable in his-
tory. In the speech, he conveys his view that it is vital that the nations of the world work together to restrict and
ultimately eliminate the possession of nuclear weapons. President Obama is said to be a great orator, and this
speech was praised by many of his listeners. It is safe to say that he chose his words carefully and he intended to
deliver it as effectively and impressively as he could. That is why it is very interesting to examine the intonation
he employed in this historical speech. Consequently, the author has chosen it as subject matter in considering
how intonation works to make spoken language more memorable.
The intonation system adopted here is based on the one employed in Intonation of colloquial English
(O’Connor & Arnold, 1973). Although the intonation symbols used in the book show British intonation used in
dialogue, the symbols can also be adopted to describe the intonation of President Obama. (See Glossary of the
Intonation Symbols at the end of this paper.) Some modifications are added whenever it is necessary to explain
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his intonation more precisely.
2. Intonation Used in the Speech by President Obama
In his Hiroshima speech, President Obama reflects on the day when the atomic bomb was dropped on Hiro-
shima. He emphasizes the importance of world peace and calls for people to work together to realize the aboli-
tion of nuclear weapons. He delivers his speech very carefully to make his words sound as impressive as possi-
ble and show a sincere attitude toward his audience. Throughout the speech, he tends to employ many short tone
groups in one sentence with a slow delivery. He frequently employs the Fall-Rise nuclear tone and the Mid-
Level nuclear tone to continue his speech. O’Connor and Arnold (1973) define nuclear tones as “the rising, fall-
ing or level tune endings which take place on the nucleus or start from it” (p.15). Moreover, President Obama
frequently uses the High Fall nuclear tone when he wants to put great emphasis on his words. He also uses the
High Rise nuclear tone and the Low Rise nuclear tone once in a while. The author will analyze the intonation
used in this speech, focusing on the usage of these nuclear tones. Most of the sentences in the speech are rather
long, so it seems interesting to examine how the speaker divides each sentence into parts by using a variety of
different intonation patterns. The author will add intonation symbols to the speech to portray President Obama’s
intonation as seen in the excerpts below. (This speech is written in Obama’s Hiroshima Speech published in
June in 2016.)
2-1 Fall-Rise Nuclear Tone Employed in the Speech by President Obama
O’Connor and Arnold (1973) explain statements uttered with the Fall-Rise nuclear tone in daily conversa-
tions as follows : “The simplest case is that of non-final word groups, where the Fall-Rise draws particular at-
tention to one element for the purpose of contrast, and at the same time shows an intention to continue the utter-
ance.”(p.66) In general, the Fall-Rise nuclear tone also tends to be frequently used in political speeches, where it
shows non-finality in utterances and can link adjoining tone groups closely. First, the author is going to choose
several sentences in which the Fall-Rise nuclear tone is employed effectively and examine how it works in
President Obama’s Hiroshima speech. The Fall-Rise tone groups in the excerpts below are underlined.
(1) A?flash of ?light?and a?wall of ?fire?de?stroyed a ?city?and?demonstrated that man ?kind?pos ?sessed?
the ?means?to de ?stroy it?self.?
(2) The?nations of ?Europe??built a ?union that re?placed ?battlefields with??bonds of ?commerce?and de-
?
mocracy.?
(3) Their ?souls??speak to ?us.?
(4) That ?memory?al?lows us to ?fight com?placency.?
(5) My own?nation’s ?story?be?gan with ?simple?words :?All?men are cre?ated ?equal?and en?dowed?by
?? ??????????????? ??????????
our Cre ?ator?with ?certain?un?alienable ?rights,?in?cluding ?life,??liberty?and the pur?suit of?happi-
ness.?
(6) ?Science al?lows us to com ?municate a?cross?the ?seas and??fly a?bove the?clouds,?to?cure dis?ease?and
under?stand the?cosmos,??but?those?same dis ?coveries?can be?turned into ?ever more ef?ficient??kill-
ing ma?chines.?
(7) The ?world?was for?ever ?changed ?here,?but to ?day,?the?children of this ?city?will?go through their
?day?in ?peace.?
(8) When the?choices ?made by ?nations??when the ?choices??made by?leaders??re ?flect?this?simple
?
wisdom,?then the ?lesson?of Hi ?roshima?is?done.?
(9) We?see these ?stories?in the hiba ?kusha??the?woman who for?gave a ?pilot who ?flew the ?plane that
?dropped the a?tomic ?bomb,?be ?cause?she ?recognized?that what she?really ?hated was??war it?self ;?
the?man who ?sought?out ?families of?A?mericans ?killed ?here,?be?cause he be?lieved? ?their ?loss?
was
?
equal to his ?own.?
(10) We?come to ?mourn the ?dead,?in?cluding ?over?100, ?000??Japanese ?men,??women and ?children,?
?thousands?of Ko ?reans,?a?dozen A ?mericans?held ?prisoner.?
(11) ?Nations a?rise??telling a ?story that ?binds ?people to?gether in ?sacrifice and cooper?ation,?al ?lowing?
for re?markable ?feats,??but?those?same ?stories?have so often been ?used?to op?press?and de ?hu-
manize?those?who are?different.?
(12) We’re?not ?bound? ?by?ge?netic ?code?to re?peat the mis?takes of the ?past.?
(13) On?every ?continent,?the ?history?of civili?zation is ?filled with ?war,?whether ?driven ?by??scarcity of
?grain?or?hunger for ?gold,?com ?pelled ?by??nationalist ?fervor?or re?ligious ?zeal.?
(14) It is?not the ?fact of ?war?that?sets Hi?roshima a?part.?
(15) Every?great re?ligion ?promises a ?pathway to ?love and ?peace and ?righteousness,?and yet?no re?ligion
has been ?spared from be?lievers who have?claimed their ?faith?as a?license to ?kill.?
(16) The?world ?war?that ?reached?its bu...?brutal ?end?in Hi?roshima?and Naga?saki?was ?fought among?
the ?wealthiest?and most?powerful of ?nations.?
(17) There are?many ?sites around the?world that ?chronicle this?war??me ?morials?that?tell ?stories of ?cour-
age?and ?heroism ;??graves?and?empty ?camps?that ?echo of?un?speakable?de?pravity.?
(18) Yet ?in?the ?image?of a?mushroom ?cloud?that ?rose?into?these ?skies,?we are most?starkly re ?minded?
of hu?manity’s ?core contra?diction,?how the?very ?spark?that?marks us as a ?species??our ?thoughts,?
our imagi?nation,?our ?language,?our ?tool ?making,?our a?bility?to?set our?selves a ?part?from?nature
and ?bend it to our ?will??those?very ?things also ?give us?the ca?pacity?for un?matched?de?struction.?
(19) But among those?nations like my?own that ?hold ?nuclear ?stockpiles,?we must have the ?courage?to es-
?
cape the ?logic of ?fear?and pur?sue a ?world with?out them.?
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(20) ?Those who ?died??they are?like ?us.?
President Obama is apt to employ the Fall-Rise nuclear tone in short tone groups in this speech. In sen-
tences (1)?(8), he uses the Fall-Rise tone group on the subject, as in “a?wall of ?fire?”, “The?nations of
?Europe?”, “Their ?souls?”, “That ?memory?”, “My own?nation’s ?story?”, “those?same dis ?coveries?”, “the
?children of this ?city?”, “the ?lesson?of Hi ?roshima?”. In sentence (8), the subject is uttered with two short
Fall-Rise tone groups, and both of the words “the ?lesson” and “of Hi ?roshima” are emphasized equally. He
seems to emphasize the subject “the ?lesson?of Hi ?roshima” with equal balance. In sentence (9), the Fall-Rise
tone group is employed on the subject of the subordinate clause, as in “ ?their ?loss?”. The emphasis on the pos-
sessive personal pronoun “ ?their” is greater than that on the noun “?loss”.
Though these subjects above are rather short, they have important meanings and each makes one tone
group independently. The author considers that the Fall-Rise nuclear tone sounds more emphatic than the Low
Rise nuclear tone or the Mid-Level nuclear tone, but less emphatic than the High Rise nuclear tone or the High
Fall nuclear tone. Besides, the Fall-Rise nuclear tone shows non-finality and connects to a following tone group
closely. Consequently, this usage of the Fall-Rise tone group separates the subject from the predicate and also
succeeds in putting proper stress on the meaning of the subject, linking it to the predicate smoothly.
On the other hand, President Obama employs the Mid-Level nuclear tone on the subject of the “that” -
clause in sentence (1), as in “man ?kind”. He uses the Fall-Rise nuclear tone on the predicate verb and on the
object in succession, as in “pos ?sessed?the ?means?”. He pronounces the subject, the predicate verb, and the
object with a nuclear tone individually to make the “that” -clause sound salient. He puts greater emphasis on the
predicate with the Fall-Rise nuclear tone than on the subject with the Mid-Level nuclear tone. The Fall-Rise nu-
clear tone employed on the object “the ?means” links closely to the “to” -infinitive which works as an adjective.
President Obama sometimes employs the Fall-Rise tone group for only one word. For example, in sentence
(8), the predicate verb “re ?flect” comes after the long subject and makes one Fall-Rise tone group isolatedly. In
sentence (10), a quantifier comprises one Fall-Rise tone group independently, as in “100, ?000?” or “ ?thousands
?”. His usage of the Fall-Rise nuclear tone here shows he is placing emphasis on the death toll from the atomic
bomb dropped on Hiroshima and links the quantifier closely to the next tone group coming after it. In sentence
(11), the “?ing” form of a verb, “al ?lowing?” also makes one Fall-Rise tone group and places moderate empha-
sis on it. In sentence (12), the preposition “ ?by” creates one Fall-Rise tone group of its own. Prepositions are
function words, so usually they don’t have stress. Moreover, “by” is a very short monosyllabic word. The Fall-
Rise nuclear tone sounds rather emphatic. According to this, it seems that President Obama really wants to stress
the meaning of the preposition “by”. In addition to this, the Fall-Rise tone group employed as the final tone
group of sentence (12) doesn’t show finality and flows on to the next sentence. In sentence (13), the Fall-Rise
nuclear tone is employed successively in the underlined short tone groups, which makes his delivery sound re-
?? ??????????????? ??????????
markable and rhythmical. In the tone group “com ?pelled ?by?” in sentence (13), “by” becomes a stressed tail.
President Obama tends to emphasize the preposition “by”.
Sentence (14) has an emphatic sentence structure and two tone groups are used in the sentence, as in “It is
?not the ?fact of ?war?that?sets Hi?roshima a?part.?”. In the sentence, the stressed word “ ?war” is pronounced
with the Fall-Rise nuclear tone and the verb “?sets” just after “that” comes with a high head. This intonation pat-
tern reveals which word should be emphasized.
Sentence (15) is a rare example of a long Fall-Rise tone group used in this speech. The word “ ?faith”
sounds much more salient than any other word in the tone group. The author considers that the Fall-Rise nuclear
tone employed on the word “ ?faith” creates a pause in the sentence thus preventing it from sounding monoto-
nous.
In sentences (16)?(20), President Obama puts the Fall-Rise nuclear tone on an antecedent or on a verb
which comes after a subjective relative pronoun to connect and coordinate the two words closely. In Sentence
(16), the noun “ ?war” in the antecedent “The?world ?war?” is pronounced with the Fall-Rise nuclear tone. The
Mid-Level nuclear tone is employed on the verb “?reached” after “that”. The Fall-Rise nuclear tone sounds more
emphatic than the Mid-Level nuclear tone. The word “ ?war” is emphasized more than the word “?reached”.
In sentence (17), there are three subjective relative pronouns. When the verb just after the relative pronoun
shows more important meaning than the antecedent does, a nuclear tone is employed on the verb with a stressed
tail on its object, as in “There are?many ?sites around the ?world that ?chronicle this ?war??”. On the other
hand, when the meaning of the antecedent is more important than that of the verb just after the subjective rela-
tive pronoun is, a nuclear tone is employed on the antecedent, and the verb coming after it is pronounced with a
high head, as in “me ?morials?that?tell?stories of ?courage?”. Moreover, in the part, “?graves?and?empty
?camps?that ?echo of?”, the antecedent “?graves?and?empty ?camps?” is uttered with the High Fall nuclear
tone and the Fall-Rise nuclear tone, on the other hand, the verb “?echo” is pronounced with the Mid-Level nu-
clear tone.
Sentence (18) has two subjective relative pronouns. The antecedent, “a?mushroom ?cloud?” has the High
Fall nuclear tone and it sounds more salient than the verb, “ ?rose”. The antecedent, “the?very ?spark” is pro-
nounced with the Fall-Rise nuclear tone, and it is emphasized more than the verb “?marks”.
In sentence (19), a nuclear tone falls on the verb “ ?hold” in a long Fall-Rising tone group, which empha-
sizes the meaning of “ ?hold” more than any other word in the tone group. In sentence (20), the verb “ ?died”
sounds more emphatic than the antecedent “?Those”.
In this way, President Obama puts different emphasis on an antecedent and on a verb just after a subjective
relative pronoun by employing the Fall-Rise nuclear tone effectively.
As mentioned above, the Fall-Rise nuclear tone used in this speech not only makes President Obama’s
speech sound rhythmical but also emphasizes the words pronounced appropriately.
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2-2 Mid-Level Nuclear Tone Employed in the Speech by President Obama
O’Connor and Arnold (1973) named the Mid-Level tone group “the Terrace”. They (1973) describe the
tone group used in non-final word groups as “marking non-finality without conveying any impression of expec-
tancy” (p.242) in all sentence types. They (1973) also explain that the Mid-Level Tone group used in final word
groups in statements and interjections “gives an impression of calling out to someone, as if at a distance” (p.89).
In this speech, the Mid-Level nuclear tone is very frequently employed in non-final tone groups and only once
in a final tone group. The author is going to analyze what kinds of words are uttered with the Mid-Level tone
group. The Mid-Level tone groups employed in the sentences excerpted below are underlined.
(1) ?Seventy-?one ?years?a?go,?on a ?bright,??cloudless ?morning,??death??fell from the ?sky,?and the
?world was ?changed.?
(2) ?Someday,?the ?voices?of the hiba?kusha?will?no ?longer ?be ?with ?us?to?bear ?witness.?
(3) ?Still,?every?act of ag?gression be?tween ?nations,?every ?act?of ?terror and cor ?ruption?and ?cruelty?
and op?pression?that we ?see?around the ?world??shows?our?work is ?never ?done.?
(4) ?But??staying ?true to that ?story?is?worth the ?effort.?
(5) ?And?at ?each??juncture,??innocents have ?suffered,?a?countless ?toll,?their ?names?for?gotten by ?time.?
(6) The ?world?was for?ever ?changed ?here,?but to ?day,?the?children of this ? city?will?go through their
?day?in ?peace.?
(7) The ?wars?of the?modern ?age ?teach us this ?truth.?
(8) ?Mere ?words?can?not ?give ? voice?to?such ?suffering,?but we have a ?shared responsi?bility to ?look?
di?rectly into the ?eye?of ?history?and ?ask?what?we ?must ?do ?differently?to?curb ?such ?suffering
a
?gain.?
(9) An inter?national com?munity?es?tablished insti?tutions?and ?treaties?that?work to a ?void ?war?and
as?pire to re?strict?and?roll ?back?and?ultimately e ?liminate?the ex?istence?of?nuclear ?weapons.?
(10) We re?member??all the ?innocents ?killed a?cross?the?arc of that ?terrible ? war?and the?wars that
?
came be?fore?and the ?wars?that?would ?follow.?
(11) They ?ask us?to?look ?inward,?to take?stock of?who we ?are?and ?what we??might be?come.?
(12) We ?may ?not??realize this ?goal in my ?lifetime,?but per?sistent ?effort?can roll?back the possi?bility?
of ca?tastrophe.?
(13) We must ?change our??mindset?about?war it?self,?to pre ?vent??conflict?through di?plomacy?and
?
strive?to ?end ?conflicts??after they’ve be?gun ;?to?see our ?growing interde?pendence as a ?cause?
for?peaceful cooper ?ation?and?not?violent compe?tition ;?to de?fine our ?nations??not by our ca?pacity?
to de ?story?but by?what we ?build.?
?? ??????????????? ??????????
(14) We’re?not ?bound? ? by?ge?netic ?code?to re?peat the mis?takes of the ?past.?
(15) We?come to ?ponder?a?terrible ? force?un ? leashed?in the?not-so-?distant?past.?
(16) They do not ?want??more ?war.?
(17) That is a ?future?we can ?choose,?a ?future in ?which?Hi?roshima?and Naga?saki?are?known ?not?as
the ?dawn?of a?tomic ?warfare?but as the?start?of our ?own??moral a?wakening.?
(18) ?Science al?lows us to com ?municate a?cross?the ?seas and??fly a?bove the?clouds,?to?cure dis ?ease?
and under?stand the ?cosmos,??but?those?same dis ? coveries?can be?turned into ?ever more ef?ficient?
?killing ma?chines.?
(19) That is?why we ?come?to Hi?roshima,?so that we ?might??think of ?people?we ?love,?the?first ?smile
from our ?chil...?children in the ?morning,?the gentle?touch from a ?spouse?over the?kitchen ?table,?the
?
comforting?em?brace of a ?parent.?
(20) We can?chart a ?course that ?leads?to the de?struction of these ?stockpiles.?
(21) We can?tell our ?children?a?different ?story,??one that de ?scribes?a?common hu?manity,?one that
?makes ?war??less ?likely?and ?cruelty??less ?easily ac?cepted.?
(22) And?yet, that is ?not e?nough,?for we ?see?around the?world to?day how?even the ?crudest ?rifles?and
?barrel ?bombs?can?serve up ?violence on a?terrible ?scale.?
(23) Our?early ?ancestors,?having?learned to ?make??blades from ?flint?and?spears from ?wood,??used these
?tools??not just for ?hunting?but a?gainst their own ?kind.?
(24) We?see these ? stories?in the hiba ? kusha??the?woman who for?gave a?pilot who ?flew the ?plane
that ?dropped the a?tomic ? bomb,?be ?cause?she ? recognized?that what she?really ? hated was??war
it?self ;?the?man who ?sought?out ? families of?A?mericans ?killed ?here,?be?cause he be?lieved?
?their ?loss?was?equal to his ?own.?
(25) Yet ?in?the ?image?of a?mushroom ?cloud?that ?rose?into?these ?skies,?we are most?starkly re?minded?
of hu?manity’s ?core contra?diction,?how the?very ? spark?that?marks us as a ?species??our ?thoughts,?
our imagi?nation,?our ?language,?our ?tool ?making,?our a?bility?to?set our?selves a ? part?from?nature
and ?bend it to our ?will??those?very ?things also ?give us?the ca?pacity?for un?matched?de?struction.?
(26) ?Nations a?rise??telling a ?story that ?binds ?people to ?gether in ?sacrifice and cooper?ation,?al ? low-
ing?for re?markable ?feats,??but?those?same ?stories?have so often been ?used?to op?press?and de-
?humanize?those?who are?different.?
(27) My own?nation’s ? story?be?gan with ?simple ?words :?All?men are cre?ated ?equal?and en?dowed?by
our Cre ? ator?with ?certain?un?alienable ?rights,?in?cluding ?life,??liberty?and the pur?suit of ?happi-
ness.?
(28) When the?choices ?made by ?nations??when the ?choices??made by?leaders??re ? flect?this?simple
?
wisdom,?then the ? lesson?of Hi ? roshima?is ?done.?
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(29) On?every ?continent,?the ?history?of civili?zation is ?filled with ?war,?whether ?driven ?by??scarcity of
? grain?or?hunger for ?gold,?com ?pelled ?by??nationalist ?fervor?or re?ligious ?zeal.?
(30) We?come to ?mourn the ?dead,?in?cluding ?over?100, ?000??Japanese ?men,??women and ?children,?
?thousands?of Ko ?reans,?a?dozen A ?mericans?held ?prisoner.?
(31) The irre?ducible ?worth?of?every ?person ;?the in?sistence that ?every ?life?is ?precious ;?the ?radical?
and?necessary ?notion?that we are?part of a?single ?human ?family???that ?is?the ?story?that we?all
must ?tell.?
(32) And ?yet,?the?war ?grew out of the ?same ?base??instinct?for domi ? nation?or ? conquest?that had
?caused ? conflicts?among the?simplest ?tribes,?an?old ? pattern? ? amplified by??new capa?bilities?
and with?out??new con?straints.?
(33) We can?stop the ?spread?to?new ?nations?and se?cure??deadly ma?terials from fa ?natics.?
(34) Every?great re?ligion ?promises a ?pathway to ?love and ?peace and?righteousness,?and yet?no re?ligion
has been ?spared from be?lievers who have?claimed their ? faith?as a?license to ?kill.?
In this oration, President Obama frequently employs the Mid-Level nuclear tone in short tone groups to
continue his utterance. The Mid-Level nuclear tone is used for various content and function words in the ex-
cerpts above. The author thinks the Mid-Level tone group seems to be the least emphatic of all the tone groups,
so it can result in other adjoining emphatic tone groups standing out more clearly by contrast. In addition to this,
the Mid-Level nuclear tone employed by President Obama in this speech tends to sound slightly different from
that used in dialogue. He has a tendency to pronounce a word with the Mid-Level nuclear tone which sounds
slightly longer and stronger than in everyday conversational speech. It sounds somewhat similar to the Fall-Rise
nuclear tone. As a result of this, his speech sounds steady and imposing.
The author will examine how President Obama employs the Mid-Level nuclear tone in sentences (1)?(34)
above. The author views the Mid-Level nuclear tone as the least emphatic of all kinds of the nuclear tones, so it
is not used to make words stand out, but to continue utterances smoothly. Moreover, it seems that the Mid-Level
nuclear tone tends to be employed for speaking carefully with a stable and unemotional attitude in a long
speech.
Throughout this speech, President Obama takes a long pause before moving to the next sentence and fre-
quently employs the Mid-Level nuclear tone at the beginning of a sentence, as in sentences (1)?(21). The use
of the Mid-Level nuclear tone makes his delivery appear calm after a long pause, and also shows that he is
speaking to his audience sincerely. In sentences (1)?(3), the Mid-Level tone group is employed at the begin-
ning of time expressions, as in “?Seventy-?one ?years?”, “?Someday,?”, “?Still,?”. In sentences (4) and (5), the
conjunction “?But” or the conjunction “?And” is pronounced with the Mid-Level nuclear tone and creates one
tone group of its own. In sentences (6)?(9), the subject at the beginning is uttered with the Mid-Level tone
?? ??????????????? ??????????
group. In the beginning part of sentences (10)?(21), which includes the structure of the subject + the predicate
verb, each starts with the Mid-Level tone group.
Also in the middle of a sentence, he frequently uses a short Mid-Level tone group which consists of one or
more words to continue his delivery smoothly and carefully. Especially, the use of the Mid-Level nuclear tone
on function words seems to reveal that he delivers his speech very carefully, as in “We ?may ?not?” of sentence
(12), “so that we ?might?” of sentence (19), “in?cluding ?over?” of sentence (30), “?that ?is?” of sentence (31),
or “and with?out?” of sentence (32).
It can also be said that his successive use of the short Mid-Level tone group characterizes his speech.
Among the Mid-Level tone groups used in this speech, “every ?act?” of sentence (3) or “for we ?see?” of sen-
tence (22) sounds highly emphatic and salient in spite of the use of the Mid-Level nuclear tone on a short and
monosyllabic word. The author considers this usage of the Mid-Level tone group as one of the characteristic fea-
tures of President Obama’s intonation.
In sentence (33), after the successive employment of the High Fall tone group, the Mid-Level tone group
comes as the final tone group of the sentence, as in “?deadly ma?terials from fa ?natics.?”. Although the Mid-
Level tone group at the end of a sentence is observed only once in this speech, it relates closely and smoothly to
the next sentence.
The Mid-Level tone group employed at the beginning of sentence (34) is the longest one in this speech and
is delivered more quickly.
Throughout this speech, President Obama frequently employs the Mid-Level tone group as mentioned
above. The author considers that the Mid-Level tone group employed in this speech is successful in making his
delivery sound calm and impressive.
2-3 High Fall Nuclear Tone Employed in the Speech by President Obama
The High Fall nuclear tone generally shows finality in utterances and O’Connor and Arnold (1973) also de-
scribe that statements uttered with the High Fall tone group “give the impression of involvement in the situation ,
of participation and of a lightness and airiness” (p.54). Moreover, the High Fall Nuclear tone sounds definite
and assertive because of its finality, so it is often employed in orations. President Obama frequently uses the
High Fall nuclear tone not only in final tone groups but also in non-final tone groups to makes his words sound
assertive and emphatic. The following are examples where the High Fall nuclear tone is used emphatically and
successfully in this speech. The High Fall tone groups are underlined in the sentences excerpted below.
(1) ?Why do we ?come to this ?place,?to Hi?roshima??
(2) ?Peoples?have been ?subjugated?and ?liberated.?
(3) Their ?thinkers?had ad?vanced ideas of ?justice?and ?harmony?and ?truth.?
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(4) Hi?roshima??teaches?this ?truth.?
(5) ?And?at ?each??juncture,??innocents have ?suffered,?a?countless ?toll,?their ?names?for?gotten by ?time.?
(6) ?Science al?lows us to com ?municate a?cross?the ?seas and??fly a?bove the ?clouds,?to?cure dis ?ease?and
under?stand the ?cosmos,??but?those?same dis ? coveries?can be?turned into ?ever more ef?ficient??kill-
ing ma?chines.?
(7) Yet ?in?the ?image?of a?mushroom ?cloud?that ?rose?into?these ?skies,?we are most?starkly re?minded?
of hu?manity’s ?core contra?diction,?how the?very ? spark?that?marks us as a ?species??our ?thoughts,?
our imagi?nation,?our?language,?our ?tool?making,?our a?bility?to?set our?selves a ? part?from?nature
and ?bend it to our ?will??those?very ?things also ?give us?the ca?pacity?for un?matched?de?struction.?
(8) An inter?national com?munity?es?tablished insti?tutions?and ?treaties?that?work to a ?void ?war?and as-
?pire to re?strict?and?roll ?back?and?ultimately e ?liminate?the ex?istence?of?nuclear ?weapons.?
(9) ?How ?often?does ma?terial ad?vancement or??social inno?vation?blind us to this ?truth??
(10) ?How ?easily?we?learn to ?justify ?violence?in the ?name?of some?higher ?cause.?
(11) And since that ? fateful ?day,?we ?have??made ?choices that ?give us ?hope.?
(12) ?Those who ? died??they are?like ?us.?
(13) That is?why we ?come?to Hi?roshima,?so that we ?might??think of ?people ?we ?love,?the?first ?smile
from our ?chil...?children in the ?morning,?the gentle?touch from a ?spouse?over the?kitchen ?table,?the
?
comforting?em?brace of a ?parent.?
(14) But among those?nations like my ?own that ? hold ?nuclear ?stockpiles,?we must have the ?courage?to es-
?
cape the ?logic of ?fear?and pur?sue a ?world with?out them.?
In the excerpts above, President Obama frequently employs the High Fall nuclear tone in non-final tone
groups as well as in final tone groups. When he uses it in successive short tone groups, it sounds very assertive
and salient. He seems to employ the High Fall tone group to clearly show the exact meaning of each word.
In sentence (1), he uses two High Fall tone groups, “?Why do we ?come to this ?place,?to Hi?roshima? ”,
and “to this ?place” is apposition to “to Hi?roshima”. In sentences (2)?(4), the High Fall tone group is em-
ployed on the subject, which is followed by other successive short High Fall tone groups. That shows President
Obama is expressing many thoughts in rapid succession and is trying to emphasize each word.
Sentences (5)?(9) also have very short High Fall tone groups successively. Especially, in sentence (5), the
adjective “?each” makes one High Fall tone group independently and sounds very emphatic. In sentences (7)
and (8), the antecedent just before the subjective relative pronoun “that”, is pronounced with the High Fall tone
group as in “of a?mushroom ?cloud?” or “es?tablished insti?tutions?and ?treaties?”. The author considers the
High Fall tone group as one which places greater emphasis on the antecedents than the Fall-Rise tone group
mentioned in section 2-1 above.
?? ??????????????? ??????????
In sentences (9) and (10), the High Fall nuclear tone falls on the adverb just after “?How”, as in “?How
?
often?” or “?How ?easily?”. That means President Obama puts focus on the adverbs “?often” and “?easily”.
In sentence (11), “?have”, which makes the present perfect tense, is pronounced with the High Fall nuclear
tone separately from the past participle “?made”. He seems to want to emphasize the meaning of “have”. Also,
in sentence (12), the objective pronoun “?us” has the High Fall nuclear tone. Moreover, the subjective pronoun
“
?
we” is emphasized with the High Fall nuclear tone in sentence (13). In sentence (14), the preposition “with-
?
out” has the High Fall nuclear tone and sounds very emphatic. It seems that “with?out” creates the opposite
meaning of the verb “ ?hold” which appears before it in the same sentence. These function words pronounced
with the High Fall nuclear tone sound very emphatic. This usage of the High Fall nuclear tone is one of the char-
acteristic features of his intonation in this speech.
President Obama seems to appeal to the audience by using the High Fall nuclear tone successively and em-
phatically.
2-4 High Rise Nuclear Tone Employed in the Speech by President Obama
O’Connor and Arnold (1973) call the High Rise tone group “the High Bounce” in their book. They (1973)
state that the High Bounce is “used in non-final word groups to suggest continuation” (pp.75-76). The High Rise
nuclear tone can draw more attention than the Low Rise nuclear tone, so it is often used in orations when speak-
ers call out to their audience or when they enumerate something. President Obama also employs the High Rise
nuclear tone in non-final tone groups occasionally in this speech. He never employs it in final tone groups in this
oration. The author will examine how his High Rise nuclear tone works efficiently. It is observed in twelve sen-
tences in this oration. The High Rise tone groups are underlined in the sentences excerpted below.
(1) A?flash of ?light?and a?wall of ? fire?de?stroyed a ?city?and?demonstrated that man ?kind?pos ? sessed?
the ? means?to de?stroy it?self.?
(2) Our?early ?ancestors,?having?learned to ?make??blades from ?flint?and?spears from ?wood,??used these
?tools??not just for ?hunting?but a?gainst their own ?kind.?
(3) On?every ?continent,?the ?history?of civili?zation is ?filled with ?war,?whether ?driven ?by??scarcity of
?grain?or?hunger for ?gold,?com ?pelled ?by??nationalist ?fervor?or re?ligious ?zeal.?
(4) And ?yet,?the?war ?grew out of the ?same ?base??instinct?for domi ? nation?or ?conquest?that had?caused
?conflicts?among the?simplest ?tribes,?an?old ?pattern??amplified by??new capa?bilities?and with?out?
?
new con
?
straints.?
(5) Yet ?in?the ?image?of a?mushroom ?cloud?that ?rose?into?these ?skies,?we are most?starkly re?minded?
of hu?manity’s ?core contra?diction,?how the?very ?spark?that?marks us as a ?species??our ?thoughts,?
our imagi?nation,?our?language,?our ?tool ?making,?our a?bility?to?set our?selves a ?part?from?nature
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and ?bend it to our ?will??those?very ?things also ?give us?the ca?pacity?for un?matched?de?struction.?
(6) The?world ?war?that ?reached?its bu...?brutal ?end?in Hi?roshima?and Naga?saki?was ?fought among?
the ?wealthiest?and most?powerful of ?nations.?
(7) The U?nited ?States?and Ja?pan??forged?not?only an al ?liance?but a?friendship?that has ? won?far?more
for our ?people?than we could ever ?claim?through ?war.?
(8) ?Nations a?rise??telling a ?story that ?binds ?people to?gether in ?sacrifice and cooper?ation,?al ?lowing?
for re?markable ?feats,??but?those?same ?stories?have so often been ?used?to op?press?and de ?human-
ize?those?who are?different.?
(9) My own?nation’s ? story?be?gan with ?simple ?words :?All?men are cre?ated ?equal?and en?dowed?by
our Cre ? ator?with ?certain?un?alienable ?rights,?in?cluding ?life,??liberty?and the pur?suit of ?happi-
ness.?
(10) ?But??staying ?true to that ?story?is?worth the ?effort.?
(11) We?may ?not be ?able to e?liminate??man’s ca ?pacity?to do ?evil,?so ?nations?and the al?liances that
we’ve ?formed?must pos?sess the ?means to de ?fend our?selves.?
(12) That is a ?future?we can ?choose,?a ?future in ?which?Hi?roshima?and Naga?saki?are?known ?not?as
the ?dawn?of a?tomic ?warfare?but as the ?start?of our ?own??moral a?wakening.?
The grammatical structure of the phrase “A?flash of ?light?and a?wall of ? fire?” in sentence (1) is similar
to that of the phrase “?blades from ?flint?and?spears from ?wood,?” in sentence (2). The High Rise nuclear tone
is employed on the noun just before “and”, as in “?light”, or “?flint”.
In sentence (3), the High Rise tone group draws attention to his delivery and he succeeds in placing empha-
sis on the prepositional phrase at the beginning of the sentence “On?every ?continent,?”. This works as an ad-
verbial phrase in the sentence.
In sentence (4), the High Rise nuclear tone is also used on the adverb at the beginning of the sentence,
“And ?yet,?”. Moreover, in sentence (5), the High Rise nuclear tone is employed successively from the begin-
ning of the prepositional phrase of the sentence, “Yet ?in?the ?image?”. Prepositions are usually pronounced
with no stress in daily conversations, however, the preposition “?in” is pronounced with the High Rise nuclear
tone and makes one tone group independently. It is also employed on the noun “?image” which follows “?in”.
This repeated use of the High Rise nuclear tone succeeds in focusing on the first prepositional phrase.
In sentence (6), the superlative, “the ?wealthiest” has the High Rise nuclear tone, and its meaning is empha-
sized and connected well to the following part, “and most?powerful of ?nations.?” In sentence (7), President
Obama employs the High Rise tone group successively, as in “The U?nited ?States?and Ja?pan?”, and puts
equal emphasis on both of the countries. In sentences (8)?(11), he makes the words “?feats”, “en?dowed”,
“
?
story”, and “e?liminate” stand out by using the High Rise nuclear tone.
?? ??????????????? ??????????
Moreover, in sentence (12), the High Rise nuclear tone is employed on the word “?not” and “?start” and
makes the meaning of the sentence clear. This sentence is the last one of this oration, and the most important and
meaningful one. The author thinks that President Obama uses the High Rise nuclear tone very efficaciously in
this sentence.
In this way, the High Rise nuclear tone appears in a very short tone group once in a while, compared with
the frequent use of the Fall-Rise, Mid-Level, or High Fall nuclear tone in this oration, thus it sounds outstanding
and helps avoid making his delivery sound monotonous.
2-5 Low Rise Nuclear Tone Employed in the Speech by President Obama
In general, the Low Rise nuclear tone, which sounds less emphatic, shows non-finality and is often used to
continue utterances in daily conversations. President Obama employs the Low Rise nuclear tone at times in this
speech. The Low Rise tone groups used effectively in this oration are underlined below.
(1) ?Seventy-?one ?years?a?go,?on a ?bright,??cloudless ?morning,??death??fell from the ? sky,?and the?world
was
?
changed.?
(2) And since that ? fateful ?day,?we?have??made ?choices that ?give us ?hope.?
(3) In the ? span?of a?few ?years,?some?60 ?million ?people would ?die???men,??women,??children?no
?different?than ?us,??shot,??beaten,??marched,??bombed,??jailed,??starved,??gassed to ?death.?
(4) ?Still,?every?act of ag?gression be?tween ?nations,?every ?act?of ?terror?and cor?ruption?and ?cruelty?
and op?pression?that we ?see?around the ?world??shows?our?work is ?never ?done.?
President Obama opens this speech with sentence (1), where the Low Rise nuclear tone is used on the two
words, “?bright” and “?death”. The word “?bright” is an adjective and the word “?death” is a noun, yet the two
words show contrasting meanings, the contrast between a positive image and a negative one. In addition to this,
the final tone group of sentence (2) has the Low Rise nuclear tone, as in “?made ?choices that ?give us ?hope.?”.
This usage of the Low Rise tone group, observed only once in this speech, adds a little lightness to this serious
oration.
In sentence (3), he enumerates past participles by successively using the Low Rise tone group consisting of
single words and linking them swiftly and unemphatically. Also in sentence (4), some nouns are enumerated
with the Low Rise nuclear tone. The author suggests that the Low Rise nuclear tone prevents his delivery from
sounding too heavy and serious. This seems to be a good way of employing the Low Rise nuclear tone effica-
ciously in this oration.
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2-6 Combination of High Fall Nuclear Tone and Low Rise Nuclear Tone in One Tone Group
Employed in the Speech by President Obama
President Obama uses both the High Fall nuclear tone and the Low Rise nuclear tone in the same tone
group in the three sentences excerpted below. O’Connor and Arnold (1973) call such a tone group “the High
Dive”. They (1973) describe this tone group as “appealing to the listener to continue with the topic of conversa-
tion ; expressing gladness, regret, surprise” (p.232). In sentences (1)?(3) excerpted below, this tone group,
which has the two nuclear tones in the same tone group, is underlined.
(1) In the ? span?of a?few ?years,?some?60 ?million ?people would ?die???men,??women,??children?no
?different?than ?us,??shot,??beaten,??marched,??bombed,??jailed,??starved,??gassed to ?death.?
(2) We re?member??all the ?innocents ?killed a?cross?the?arc of that ?terrible ? war?and the?wars that ?came
be?fore?and the ?wars?that?would ?follow.?
(3) ?Mere ?words?can?not ?give ? voice?to?such ?suffering,?but we have a?shared responsi?bility to ?look?
di?rectly into the ?eye?of ?history?and ?ask?what?we ?must ?do ?differently?to?curb ?such ?suffering
a
?gain.?
In the final tone group of sentence (1), the High Fall nuclear tone and the Low Rise nuclear tone are both
employed, as in “?gassed to?death?”. The author considers that equal emphasis is placed on both words
“
?gassed” and “?death”. This final tone group succeeds in linking these words to the next sentence smoothly.
Also in sentences (2) and (3), the same intonation pattern is used, as in “?killed” and “a?cross?”, “?came” and
“be?fore”, or “?shared” and “?look” respectively.
The author considers that this tone group allows two words to carry equal emphasis and produces a unique
rhythm in President Obama’s delivery. It is one of the characteristic features of his intonation.
3. Conclusion
In the examples above, intonation used in the speech delivered by President Obama at the Hiroshima Peace
Memorial Park has been examined and analyzed. In the speech, President Obama frequently employs the Fall-
Rise nuclear tone and the Mid-Level nuclear tone in non-final tone groups. He uses them in a final tone group
only once. He also employs the High Fall nuclear tone many times not only in final tone groups but also in non-
final tone groups. The High Rise nuclear tone and the Low Rise nuclear tone are used occasionally.
The repeated employment of the Fall-Rise nuclear tone makes President Obama’s delivery sound rhythmi-
cal. He puts appropriate emphasis on the subject of his sentence by using the Fall-Rise tone group and connects
it to the following predicate. This speech has several long sentences which have the grammatical structure of an
?? ??????????????? ??????????
antecedent + a subjective relative pronoun + a verb. He succeeds in laying appropriate emphasis on the anteced-
ent or on the verb after the subjective relative pronoun by using the Fall-Rise nuclear tone. The Fall-Rise nuclear
tone seems to be employed to convey the meanings of his sentences clearly. His usage of the Fall-Rise nuclear
tone seems to be closely connected to the grammatical structure.
In this speech, the Mid-Level nuclear tone is frequently used at the beginning of a sentence and also in the
middle as mentioned above. The Mid-Level nuclear tone makes other adjoining emphatic tone groups stand out
more distinctly by contrast. Moreover, the Mid-Level nuclear tone used by President Obama in this speech tends
to sound longer and stronger than that employed in everyday conversation, so it sounds rather similar to the Fall-
Rise nuclear tone. The author considers the frequent use of the Mid-Level nuclear tone noteworthy and it greatly
characterizes President Obama’s intonation. He is successful in making his delivery sound not only calm but
also impressive by using the Mid-Level nuclear tone.
The author considers that his usage of the Fall-Rise nuclear tone relates more closely to the grammatical
structure than the Mid-Level nuclear tone does, while the Mid-Level nuclear tone plays an important role in pro-
ducing a memorable impression.
The High Fall nuclear tone also appears in successive short tone groups and makes his delivery sound very
assertive and emphatic as mentioned above. He seems to be saying one thing after another in rapid succession
using the High Fall nuclear tone.
In addition to this, President Obama employs the High Rise nuclear tone and the Low Rise nuclear tone
very effectively and successfully. He also uses the combination of the High Fall nuclear tone and the Low Rise
nuclear tone in the same one tone group, which helps make his delivery sound unique.
Throughout this speech, he is trying to deliver his words carefully and sincerely, using intonation effi-
ciently. The frequent employment of the nuclear tones on function words is also effective. His intonation helps
make his delivery sound impressive and memorable. Future research into the intonation of other presidents will
be undertaken.
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Glossary of the Intonation Symbols
N
The mark [N] shows the nucleus of one tone group. It is the stressed syllable of the last accented word in the
tone group. In this speech, five nuclear tones are used.
?N High Fall nuclear tone : the voice falls during the word from a high to a very low pitch.
?N Low Rise nuclear tone : the voice rises during the word from a low to a medium pitch or a slightly high pitch.
?N High Rise nuclear tone : the voice rises during the word from a medium to a high pitch.
?N
Fall-Rise nuclear tone : the voice first falls from a fairly high to a rather low pitch, and then, still within the
word, rises to a medium pitch.
?N Mid-Level nuclear tone : the voice maintains a level pitch between high and low, neither rising nor falling.
? A high head : The mark [?] is placed on the first accented word in one tone group.
? If there are other accented words in the high head, they have the mark [?] before stressed syllables.
? All syllables following the nucleus are called the tail. The mark [?] or the mark [?] is placed on the stressed
syllable in the tail. The mark [?] shows a medium pitch or a slightly high pitch. The mark [?] shows a low
pitch.?
? A single bar : The mark [?] shows a short pause and separates tone groups.
? A double bar : The mark [?] is used at the end of a sentence and shows a long pause.
The glossary above is based on Intonation of Colloquial English (O’Connor & Arnold, 1973, pp. 4-16).
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The aim of this study is to examine the intonation used in a speech by Barack Obama, the 44th President of the United States
of America. This speech was delivered at the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park in Hiroshima, on May 27, 2016. The author
analyzes the intonation patterns used in the speech and the effects these patterns have on its delivery. The intonation system
adapted here is based on the one described in Intonation of Colloquial English (1973) written by J.D. O’Connor and G.F. Ar-
nold. Some modifications are added where necessary to describe the intonation used in the speech more precisely.
Key words : President Obama’s speech, English Phonetics, intonation of a political speech, nuclear tones, dialogue and mono-
logue
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